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Abstract

In this paper, I analyse the optimal interchange fee in a payment card system where two

monopoly banks have the possibility to invest in quality to raise the transaction volume. I

model quality as a sum of speci�c investments from the cardholder�s bank (the Issuer) and

the merchant�s bank (the Acquirer), and I assume that investments impact di¤erently the

consumer and the merchant side. If the level of quality is exogenous, I prove that it is optimal

for the payment platform to set an interchange fee equal to the Acquirer�s margin. I extend

Baxter (1983)�s model by proving that the optimal interchange fee depends on the level of

quality of the payment system. However, if banks have the possibility to invest in quality,

and if the perception of quality improvements is higher on the consumer side, the optimal

interchange fee can be lower than the Acquirer�s margin. This is because the interchange fee

and the Acquirer�s investments are strategic substitutes. If investments impact relatively

more the merchant side, the optimal interchange fee remains equal to the Acquirer�s margin.
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1 Introduction

Payment cards have become very popular over the last twenty years. For instance, in Europe,

a total of 23 billion card payments are made annually, with an overall value of 1,350 billion

Euros.1 In several countries, the usage of payment cards has surpassed the usage of cash for

retail payments. For instance, in Great Britain, total spending on payment cards outstripped

cash spending for the �rst time in 2004, and the average adult in United Kingdom owns 3.6

payment cards.

The success of payment cards can be related to their quality and convenience. In many coun-

tries, payment card systems have strived to improve the level of quality of payment card services,

both for consumers and merchants, such as the delay and quality of transaction processing, the

quality of payment terminals and communication facilities, the quality of security measures,

the information about acceptation points for consumers, and the information about fraudsters

for merchants. In Europe, especially, additional investments will be needed to ensure inter-

operability between payment card schemes, in order to create a Single European Payments

Area.

This paper tries to determine the optimal price structure of a payment system which tries

to provide banks with incentives to invest in quality. In open-loop payment systems, such as

Visa and MasterCard, a key element which in�uences the price structure and the volume of

transactions made by cards is the payment of an interchange fee by the merchant�s bank (the

Acquirer) to the cardholder�s bank (the Issuer). My purpose is to study the e¤ect of interchange

fees on banks�incentives to invest in the quality of payment card services.

In this paper, I propose a framework to study quality investments in a payment system,

and their e¤ects on the optimal interchange fee. My aim is to determine if a payment system,

which has the opportunity of improving its quality of service, should adjust its interchange

fee. I show that it depends on the asymmetries between each side of the market, namely the

relative contribution of each bank to investments in quality, and the relative e¤ect of quality

improvements on consumers and merchants.

Recent discussions between the European Commission and the banks have shown that the

relationship between the level of the interchange fee and the quality of the payment system

services is a relevant policy issue. On the one hand, in the Interim Report on Payment Cards

released in April 2006, the European Commission called into question the role of interchange fees,

1Source: Interim Report on Payment Cards, European Commission.
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which could lead to excessive pro�ts in the issuing industry. On the other hand, several banks

argued in their responses to the Interim Report that the pro�tability measured was exaggerated

"by ignoring the cost of �nancing investments in a payment card business".2 According to

the banks, interchange fees are necessary to provide banks with the right incentives to share

investments, which improves the quality of the services provided by the payment system.

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the impact of the possibility of quality investments

on interchange fees. I model a payment card system as a two-sided platform, which organizes

the interactions between a monopolistic issuer and a monopolistic acquirer by choosing an

interchange fee, paid by the acquirer to the issuer. In my setting, the issuer provides payment

card services to heterogeneous cardholders, while the acquirer provides payment card acceptance

facilities and services to homogeneous merchants. If banks have the possibility to invest in

quality, I assume that the quality of the payment card service is de�ned as a weighted sum of

contributions from the issuer and the acquirer.

The observation of payment card systems shows that both banks contribute to a better

quality of service for consumers and merchants. For instance, the improvement of the security

requires investments from the issuer and the acquirer. The issuer invests to improve the quality

of the chip, to gather data about card numbers, cardholders, fraudulently used cards, while the

acquirer invests to install speci�c software on merchants electronic payment terminals, which

enables them to obtain information from the authorisation network. To improve the response of

the authorisation network, the issuer and the acquirer must install several network lines, increase

the size of their database, improve the quality of their electronic equipment. The guarantee

of payment for merchants requires a screening of cardholders which can only be completed by

the issuer. The latter example shows that quality investments do not have necessarily the same

impact on consumers and merchants. Therefore, I model the impact of quality investments on

each side of the market with two di¤erent parameters. I assume that, if consumers bene�t from

a higher level of quality, the demand for payment card services increases on the consumer side.

Since merchants are homogeneous, I assume that, if merchants bene�t from a higher level of

quality, their willingness to pay for payment card acceptance facilities increases.

2This was the response of Barclays, which carries on by saying that "the continued development of EMV
Chip+PIN and secure e-commerce technology which are both important ingredients in SEPA are dependent
on the continuation of current, successful payment card business models". Citybank added that interchange
fees provide "incentives for innovation and investments". La Caixa pointed out that investments to imple-
ment the EMV technology amounted to 40,295,500 Euros until 2010 and that 25,000,000 Euros had already
been invested in updating ATM and terminals. The Swedbank argued that interchange fee are needed to
ensure "investments in build-up, maintenance and continuing development of payment card services". See:
"http//ec.europa/comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/�nancial_services/rep_report_1.html".
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In the model, I analyse how banks choose their levels of quality. I show that the optimal

qualities may either respond positively or negatively to an increase in the interchange fee,

depending on how each side of the market perceives the quality improvement. Afterwards, I

study the choice of the pro�t maximising interchange fee by the payment platform. I begin

the analysis with a benchmark case, in which the level of quality is exogenous. I show that, in

this case, it is optimal for the payment system to choose an interchange fee which is equal to

the acquirer�s margin per transaction, like in Baxter (1983)�s model. Indeed, the issuer has a

monopoly of access to cardholders�demand. Because of this competitive bottleneck, the issuer

extracts all the margin of the acquirer. However, I show that this is not necessarily the case

if banks have the possibility to invest in quality. If investments in quality impact relatively

more the consumer side, in some cases, it can be optimal to choose a smaller interchange fee

than the acquirer�s margin, because the acquirer�s investments in quality and the interchange

fee are strategic substitutes. If investments impact relatively more the merchant side, the

optimal interchange fee is the maximum interchange fee that satis�es the budget constraint of

the acquirer.

The existing literature on payment systems does not take into account the possibility for

banks to invest in the quality of the payment system. Many authors (see among others: Bax-

ter 1983, Rochet and Tirole 2002, Schmalensee 2002, Wright 2004) have analysed the role of

interchange fees, which is to balance demands from the two sides of the market, and to opti-

mise the functionning of the payment system. They have also compared the socially optimal

interchange fee with the fee chosen by the payment system to maximise its pro�ts, in order

to assess the welfare e¤ects of this "cooperation between competitors".3 These models involve

various assumptions about consumers, merchants, and competition between banks.4 However,

none of them takes into account the additional utility generated by a better level of quality, as

it is done in my paper. The closest paper to mine is the paper by Rochet and Tirole (2006)

in which the level of quality perceived by the cardholder is internalised by the merchant for

strategic purposes. In their model, merchants accept cards if the merchant commission is lower

than their card acceptance bene�ts plus a parameter that models the consumers� awareness

of the quality of service. The perspective of my paper is di¤erent, because I model a speci�c

perception of the quality of service on each side of the market, and link it to banks�investments,

which is not done in Rochet and Tirole�s paper. In my paper also, merchants are not strategic,

3Rochet and Tirole (2002).
4 In the literature, consumers are assumed to be either homogenous or heterogeneous. Strategic merchants can

sometimes use cards to di¤erentiate themselves from their competitors (Rochet and Tirole, 2002). Di¤erent kinds
of competition between issuers on the one hand, and acquirers on the other hand are modelled. For a review of
the literature, see Rochet (2003).
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so they do not internalise the level of quality perceived by consumers. This assumption enables

me to understand better the in�uence of the strategic interactions between banks when the

latter choose how much to invest in quality.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section two, I start by presenting the model

and the assumptions. In section three, I solve for the equilibrium of the game. In section four, I

study an example with quadratic cost functions. In section �ve, I give extensions of the results

obtained in section four with other market structures, and heterogeneous merchants. Finally, I

conclude.

2 The model

I model an open-loop payment system as a two-sided market. On the issuing side, a monopolistic

Issuer provides payment card services to heterogeneous cardholders. On the acquiring side, a

monopolistic Acquirer provides payment card terminals and payment acquisition services to

homogeneous merchants. The payment platform organises the interactions between the Issuer

and the Acquirer by setting an interchange fee which is paid by the Acquirer to the Issuer on

a per-transaction basis.

The respective bene�ts of card usage for consumers and card acceptance for merchants

depend on the quality of the services o¤ered by the payment system. The overall quality of the

payment system depends on banks�investments in quality.

Consumers: Each consumer owns a payment card and another payment instrument.5 A

consumer is characterised by his bene�t, bB, of using a payment card rather than the other

payment instrument. The bene�t bB is assumed to be uniformely distributed over [0; 1], which

implies that consumers di¤er across their card usage bene�ts. One interpretation is that they

may attach di¤erent values to the convenience of using a payment card rather than cash.

I assume that, if the payment system delivers a higher quality of service, the consumers�

bene�ts of card usage increase. For instance, if investments are made to decrease the duration of

a card transaction at the point of sales, consumers may �nd it more convenient to use their cards

rather than cash. Denoting the quality of the payment system by �, the card usage bene�t of a

consumer of type bB becomes bB + �B�, where �B is a parameter that represents the constant

marginal positive e¤ect of quality on usage bene�ts. Under this assumption, consumers with

di¤erent types bene�t equally from a better quality of service.

5 In the model, I consider cardholding decisions as exogenous, and focus on the choice of using a payment card
rather than another payment instrument, like cash, for instance, at the point of sales.
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Merchants: I suppose that merchants are homogeneous as regards to their card usage bene�t,

which is denoted by bS (with bS � 0). Merchants are not strategic. I also assume that the quality

of the payment system increases their bene�ts of card usage. If the quality of the payment

system is �, merchants�bene�t of card usage becomes bS + �S�; where �S is a parameter that

represents the marginal positive e¤ect of quality on merchants�utility.

Notice that the marginal e¤ects of quality on the bene�ts of consumers and merchants di¤er

if �S 6= �B.

Banks: The Issuer (I) and the Acquirer (A) are monopolists. For each transaction, the Issuer

charges card-users with a fee, f , and the Acquirer charges merchants with the commission,

m. The Acquirer pays to the Issuer a per-transaction interchange fee, denoted by a. The

interchange fee can be either positive or negative. Banks�have constant marginal costs ci per

transaction, for i = I; A, and the total marginal cost of the system is de�ned as c = cA + cI .

The per-transaction margins are denoted by Mi, for i = I;A. Pro�ts are denoted by �I and

�A.

Banks can invest to improve the quality of payment card services. The level of quality set

by bank i is denoted by �i, for i = I; A. The cost of a quality level of �i is denoted by Ci(�i)

where i = I; A, C
0
i(�I) > 0 and C

00
i (�I) > 0. The quality of payment card services is modelled

as a combination of the quality produced by the Issuer, �I , and the quality produced by the

Acquirer, �A:

� = �I�I + �A�A;

where �I and �A re�ect the respective contribution of the Issuer and the Acquirer to the quality

of the payment system (�i � 0 for i = I;A). I denote the total cost of the payment system by

CS(�) = CI(�I) + CA(�A):

If all merchants accept cards, the Issuer and the Acquirer make pro�ts

�I = VMI(a; f)� CI(�I);

and

�A = VMA(a;m)� CA(�A);

where V represents the transaction volume.

If no merchant accepts cards, banks make no pro�ts, i.e., �i = 0 for i = I;A.
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Payment system: The payment system (S) chooses the interchange fee, a; which maximises

the sum of banks�pro�ts, �S = �I+�A. I assume that surcharges are not allowed, which means

that merchants are forbidden to charge consumers a higher retail price if the latter use their

payment cards. The total margin of the payment system is denoted by MS =MI +MA:

Finally, I de�ne the social welfare, W , as the sum of consumers�surplus, SC , merchants�

surplus, SM , and banks�pro�ts, �I + �A.

I also make the following assumptions:

1. bS � cA.

2. At the equilibrium, some consumers use their cards but not all.

3. C
00
I (�I) >

(�B�I)
2

2
and C

00
A(�A) > (�S�A)

2 for all �I ; �A � 0.

The �rst assumption means that merchants accept cards if the Acquirer prices the transac-

tion at its marginal cost. The second assumption states that the market is not covered at the

equilibrium, which enables me to analyse the relationship between the interchange fee and the

expansion of the payment card market. The third assumption ensures that the second order

conditions are satis�ed in the maximisation problems.

The timing of the game is as follows:

1. The payment platform chooses the interchange fee, a, which maximises the joint pro�ts

of the banks.

2. Banks decide simultaneously and non-cooperatively on the levels of quality, �I and �A.

3. Banks choose simultaneously and non-cooperatively their transaction fees, f and m.

4. Consumers decide whether or not to use their payment cards. Merchants decide whether

or not to accept cards.

I look for the subgame perfect equilibrium, and solve the game by backward induction.

3 The equilibrium

3.1 Stage 4: card usage and card acceptance

For given � and m; a merchant accepts cards if
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bS + �S� � m: (1)

Since all merchants have the same bene�t bS , all merchants accept cards if (1) holds, and no

merchant accepts cards otherwise.

A consumer of type bB wants to use his card if

bB + �B� � f: (2)

If all merchants accept cards, the transaction volume is equal to the percentage of consumers

willing to use their cards, such that6

V = V (�; f) = P (bB + �B� � f):

Notice that, since bB is uniformely distributed over [0; 1], if f ��B� 2 (0; 1], the market is not

covered, and

V (�; f) = 1 + �B� � f: (3)

At the equilibrium of stage 4, there are two possible cases. Either (1) holds such that all

merchants accept cards, and V (�; f) consumers use their cards, or no merchant accepts cards

and all consumers use cash.

3.2 Stage 3: transaction fees.

Each bank chooses the transaction fees that maximise its pro�t. There are two cases: either

m is set such that all merchants accept cards, or m is too high, such that no merchant accept

cards.

Let me start by the �rst case. If all merchants accept cards, banks�pro�ts are expressed as

follows:

�I = V (�; f)MI(a; f)� CI(�I);

and

�A = V (�; f)MA(a;m)� CA(�A);

6The market size is normalised to 1 in the model.
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where V (a; �; f) is given by (3). All merchants accept cards if the fee m is not too high. Since

the Acquirer�s pro�t, increases with m, for given a, �I , and �A, the Acquirer sets the maximum

fee such that (1) holds, that is,

m(�) = bS + �S�: (4)

Given that cards are accepted by merchants, the Issuer chooses the consumer fee, f , that

maximises its pro�t. Solving the �rst order condition

@�I
@f

= 1 + �B� � a+ cI � 2f = 0;

the optimal fee is:7

f�(a; �) =
1 + �B� � a+ cI

2
: (5)

For the Issuer, the choice of the optimal customer fee involves a trade-o¤ between a smaller

margin per transaction and a higher transaction volume. Replacing for f�(a; �) in (3) yields the

transaction volume at the equilibrium of the subgame, that is,

V (�; f�(a; �)) =
1 + �B� + a� cI

2
= V (a; �):8 (6)

Notice that the transaction volume is increasing with the quality of the payment sytem, �,

and the interchange fee, a. Banks�margin at the equilibrium of stage 3 are expressed as follows:

MI(a; �) =
1 + �B� + a� cI

2
= V (a; �); (7)

and

MA(a; �) = bS + �S� � a� cA: (8)

If cards are not accepted by merchants, no consumer uses his card, and banks make no pro�ts.

This does not constitute an equilibrium, as the Acquirer could raise its pro�t by choosing a

merchant fee that satis�es (1).

Notice that banks exert price externalities on each other. For instance, if the Acquirer

chooses m such that no merchant accepts cards, the Issuer makes no pro�ts, and loses all

7The second order condition is satis�ed.
8 In the following sections, to simplify the exposition, I will abuse of the notation V , and write V (�; f�(a; �)) =

V (a; �).
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its consumers. Likewise, if the Issuer chooses a higher consumer fee, the transaction volume

becomes lower, which reduces the pro�t of the Acquirer.

3.3 Stage 2: levels of quality

At stage 2, banks decide simultaneously and non cooperatively on their levels of quality. I

start by looking at the properties of the best response functions, and then, I determine the

equilibrium of the subgame. Bank i chooses the level of quality �i that maximise its pro�t �i,

given �j and a, for (i; j) 2 fA; Ig2 and i 6= j. Its best response function is denoted by Ri(a; �j).

Lemma 1 Assume that �I and �A constitute an equilibrium. Then, we have

C
0
I(�I) = �B�IV (a; �); (9)

and

C
0
A(�A) = �S�AV (a; �) +

�B�A
2

(bS + �S� � a� cA): (10)

Proof. See Appendix A.

Each bank chooses its best response such that the marginal costs of investments are equal to

the marginal bene�ts of a higher level of quality �. The marginal bene�ts of a higher quality can

be divided into two parts (see the table below): the marginal bene�ts obtained through higher

prices, and the marginal bene�ts obtained because of an increase of the transaction volume.

First, investments in quality increase banks�margins per transaction, if their clients bene�t

from a higher quality of service.9 Since banks have market power, they can raise their prices

following an increase in the quality of service. For instance, we already noted from (5) that

the customer fee increases with �. We also proved in (4) that the Acquirer extracts all the

surplus of the merchants, by charging them with a price, m, that re�ects exactly their bene�ts

of card acceptance. We summarise the marginal bene�ts obtained through higher prices in the

following table:

Issuer Acquirer

Marginal bene�ts obtained through higher prices.
�B�I
2

V (a; �) �S�AV (a; �)

Marginal bene�ts obtained through higher volumes.
�B�I
2

V (a; �)
�B�A
2

(bS + �S� � a� cA)

9From (7), we know that the Issuer�s margin per transaction increases with � if �B 6= 0, and from (8), that
the Acquirer�s margin per transaction increases with � if �S 6= 0.
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Second, from (6), we know that the transaction volume increases when banks invest more in

quality, because the Issuer does not extract all the surplus from customers. We already noticed

that, since merchants are homogeneous, the transaction volume depends only on cardholders�

demand. This is an important source of asymmetry in our model. The Issuer chooses its level

of quality according to the bene�ts generated on his side of the market, namely the cardholder

side, while the Acquirer takes into account both sides of the market, which is re�ected by the

presence of �B and �S in (10).

In the setting, banks exert externalities on each other, by choosing their contribution to the

overall level of quality, �, which can be viewed as a public good.

It is important to note that, in the model, externalities are asymmetric. The �rst reason is

that consumers are heterogeneous, while merchants are homogeneous, so, orginally, both sides

of the market are not symmetric.10 The monopolist Acquirer is able to charge merchants with

the exact amount of quality increase, �S�, while the Issuer leaves some surplus to cardholders,

because it controls the level of the transaction volume.

The second reason is that banks�contributions to the level of quality of the payment system

are di¤erent if �I 6= �A. For instance, if �i = 0 and �j > 0, bank i may enjoy as a free-rider the

bene�ts of bank j�s investments. Therefore, in this case, bank j exerts a positive externality on

bank i.

The third reason is that quality levels may be perceived di¤erently by consumers and mer-

chants if �B 6= �S . For instance, if �B = 0, cardholders do not bene�t from a better quality

of service, and the Issuer does not invest in quality. However, if �S > 0, the Acquirer and the

merchants would bene�t from a higher level of quality, so the Issuer exerts a negative externality

on the other side of the market.

Lemma 2 The levels of qualities, �I and �A, are strategic complements.

Proof. See Appendix B.

If the Acquirer chooses a higher level of quality, this increases the transaction volume, and

the Issuer�s marginal bene�ts of quality investments. From (9), we know that the Issuer�s level

of quality is chosen such that its marginal bene�ts are equal to its marginal cost of quality. In

our model, bank�s marginal costs of quality are increasing with the level of quality. So, if the

Acquirer invests more, the Issuer responds by choosing a higher level of quality. The intuition is

exactly the same for the Acquirer: when the Issuer chooses a higher level of quality, this raises

10 In section 5.2, I shall extend the model by introducing heterogeneity among merchants.
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the Acquirer�s marginal bene�ts of investments, so the Acquirer also chooses a higher level of

quality at the equilibrium.

Lemma 3 The Issuer�s quality, �I , and the interchange fee, a, are strategic complements.

If �B � �S ; the Acquirer�s quality, �A, and the interchange fee, a, are strategic complements,

otherwise, they are strategic substitutes.

Proof. See Appendix C.

The intuition behind this result is the following. We already saw that the Acquirer�s incen-

tives to choose a high level of quality depend on two e¤ects:

� the marginal bene�ts obtained when quality increases, �S�A, multiplied by the transaction

volume (gains from the merchant side),

� and the marginal volume of transactions generated by a higher quality, (�B�A)=2, multi-

plied by the margin MA (gains from the consumer side).

If the interchange fee increases slightly from a to a + da, all other things being equal,

the transaction volume rises by da=2, while the margin MA diminishes by �da. That is, the

Acquirer makes marginally positive pro�ts from the merchant side, while it loses marginally

from the consumer side. If �B � �S , merchants bene�t marginally more from a higher quality

than consumers, which implies that the Acquirer�s marginal pro�ts from the merchant side

compensate its marginal losses from the consumer side. So, if �B � �S , then �A and a are

strategic complements, and otherwise, they are strategic substitutes.

The Issuer�s incentives to choose a high quality depend only on its gain from the consumer

side. We saw in the previous subsection that the higher the transaction volume and the Issuer�s

margin are, the higher is the level of quality �I . A slight increase in the interchange fee generates

at the same time a higher transaction volume and a higher margin for the Issuer. Therefore, �I

and a are unambiguously strategic complements.

Equilibrium of the investment subgame: The levels of quality at the equilibrium are

denoted by ��I(a) , �
�
A(a); and �

�(a), where:

��A(a) = RA(a; �
�
I(a)); (11)

and

��I(a) = RI(a; �
�
A(a)): (12)
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Lemma 4 If �B � �S, banks� levels of quality increase with the interchange fee, that is

(��A)
0
(a) � 0 and (��I)

0
(a) � 0.

If �B > �S ; the sign of (��A)
0
(a) and (��I)

0
(a) can be either positive or negative.

Proof. See Appendix D.

The result is quite intuitive if �B � �S . In that case, we know that the qualities and the

interchange fee are strategic complements. At the same time, qualities are always strategic

complements. So, if the interchange fee increases slightly, the Issuer�s incentives to invest in

quality increase, while the Acquirer�s chooses a higher level of quality because of the e¤ect of

strategic complementarity. The same reasoning can be applied to the Issuer�s choice of �I .

If �B > �S , the level of quality chosen by the Acquirer, �A , and the interchange fee,

a, are strategic substitutes, while �I and a are strategic complements. If the interchange fee

increases slightly, the Acquirer tends to reduce its level of quality, because the marginal increase

of the transaction volume and the marginal bene�ts obtained on the merchant side are not

su¢ cient to compensate the reduction of its margin. However, the levels of quality are strategic

complements, and the Issuer chooses a higher level of quality. This tends to increase the level

of quality chosen by the Acquirer. Depending on how both e¤ects compensate each other at

the equilibrium, the levels of quality chosen by the Issuer and the Acquirer can either increase

or decrease. In section 4, I will provide an example that illustrates this case.

3.4 Stage 1: choice of the optimal interchange fee

Should a payment system choose a higher interchange fee when banks can invest in quality?

In this section, we try to compare the pro�t maximising interchange fee with a benchmark

case, in which the level of quality is exogenous. Afterwards, we take the point of view of a

social planner, who tries to determine at stage one if the interchange fee choosen by a pro�t

maximising payment platform leads to an overprovision of payment card services.

3.4.1 A benchmark: optimal interchange fee if the level of quality is exogenous

In this section, I assume that banks do not have the possibility to determine the level of quality

of the payment system, that is, the parameter � is exogenous. The payment system chooses the

optimal interchange fee aE so as to maximise banks�joint pro�ts,11 �ES (a) = �
E
I (a) + �

E
A(a):

11The letter "E" stands for exogenous.
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The pro�t of bank i is �Ei (a) = V
E(a)ME

i (a) for i 2 fA; Ig, where

V E(a) =ME
I (a) =

1 + �B� + a� cI
2

;

and

ME
A (a) = bS + �S� � cA � a:

Proposition 1 If the level of quality � is exogenous, the optimal interchange fee aE(�) paid by

a monopolist Acquirer to a monopolist Issuer is equal to the Acquirer�s margin, that is,

aE(�) = bS � cA + �S�:

The Acquirer makes no pro�t, whereas the Issuer makes strictly positive pro�ts.

The optimal interchange fee aE(�) maximises the social welfare W under the budget constraints.

Proof. The reader can refer to Appendix E.

Since the Acquirer always chooses his fee such that all merchants accept cards, the only way

for the payment system to increase the transaction volume is to stimulate consumers�demand. In

this setting, because of merchants�homogeneity, the interchange fee does not balance demands

between each side of the market, as in the case in other models from the literature (Schmalensee

2002, Wright 2004). That is why the payment system chooses a positive interchange fee, paid

by the Acquirer to the Issuer, which is equal to the per-transaction margin of the Acquirer. It

is optimal for the payment system to transfer the Acquirer�s margin to the Issuer, because the

latter can stimulate cardholder�s demand by lowering transaction fees.

Another way of understanding this result is to note that the Issuer has a monopoly of access

to cardholders�demand. Because of this competitive bottleneck, it is optimal for the payment

system to select the maximum interchange fee compatible with non negative pro�ts for the

Acquirer. Notice that this is also the case in Baxter�s model (1983), even if there is perfect

competition between banks. In my model, Baxter�s interchange fee, bS�cA, is obtained if � = 0.

My analysis extends Baxter�s model by showing that the level of quality of the payment system

in�uences the choice of the optimal interchange fee.

Notice that, in this case, the Issuer takes all the marginal bene�ts of investments.

In the following section, I will take as a benchmark the interchange fee aE(�), which is equal

to the Acquirer�s margin. I will try to determine if the optimal interchange fee can become

lower than the Acquirer�s margin if banks have the possibility to invest in quality.
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3.4.2 Optimal interchange fee with investments

In this section, I consider the possibility of quality investments. I start by studying the e¤ect

of the interchange fee on banks�pro�ts. Then, I analyse the choice of the pro�t maximising

interchange fee by the payment system, and compare it to the benchmark interchange fee

obtained if the quality is exogeneous. Finally, I compare the pro�t maximising interchange fee,

and the welfare maximising interchange fee.

Impact of the interchange fee on banks�pro�ts: The payment system chooses the

interchange fee, denoted by aP , which maximises banks�joint pro�ts:

�S(a; �
�
I(a); �

�
A(a)) = �I(a; �

�
I(a); �

�
A(a)) + �A(a; �

�
I(a); �

�
A(a)); (13)

under the constraint that the Acquirer�s pro�t must remain positive (�A � 0).

We assume that the second order conditions of pro�t maximisation are veri�ed. The �rst

order condition is
d�S
da

=
@�I
@a

+
@�A
@a

+
@�I
@�A

@��A
@a

+
@�A
@�I

@��I
@a

= 0:

The interchange fee has both a direct e¤ect and a strategic e¤ect on banks�pro�ts. In ap-

pendix F, I determine the direct and the strategic e¤ects which are summarised in the following

table:12

Bank Direct e¤ect Strategic e¤ect

Issuer Positive Sign of (��A)
0(a)

Acquirer Positive or negative Sign of (��I)
0(a)

Joint pro�ts Positive Positive (resp., negative) if (��i )
0(a) � 0 (resp., � 0).

The direct e¤ect measures how banks�pro�ts react to a small increase of the interchange

fee, if the levels of quality are exogenous. The direct e¤ect for the Issuer is always positive,

because the interchange fee increases both its margin, MI , and the transaction volume. For

the Acquirer, the direct e¤ect may be positive or negative, because the interchange fee has a

positive impact on the transaction volume, while it has a negative impact on its margin, MA.

12 In the following table, I assume that a � bS + �S� � cA.
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The strategic e¤ect measures how bank i�s pro�t reacts to an increase in the interchange

fee because through its strategic interaction with bank j at stage 2, when the levels of quality

are chosen. The sign of the strategic e¤ect for bank i is the same as the sign of (��j )
0(a), for

(i; j) 2 fA; Ig2 and i 6= j.

If �B � �S , the strategic e¤ects are positive, because banks�investments in quality increase

with the interchange fee. Since the e¤ect of quality investments is relatively stronger on the

merchant side, a higher interchange fee provides the Acquirer with incentives to choose a higher

level of quality. This is because the Acquirer can recover the costs of investment by charging

higher prices, while obtaining higher transaction volumes thanks to the e¤ect of the interchange

fee on consumers�demand. Since the levels of quality are strategic complements, the Issuer

selects also a higher level of quality. By choosing a higher level of quality, the Issuer increases

the transaction volume and the Acquirer�s margin. The pro�t of the Acquirer increases with

the investments of the Issuer. The same reasoning is true for the pro�t of the Issuer.

If �B > �S , the strategic e¤ects may be either positive or negative. In this case, the e¤ect of

quality investment is relatively stronger on the consumer side. If the interchange fee increases

slightly, the marginal increase of the transaction volume and the marginal bene�ts obtained

on the merchant side are not su¢ cient to compensate the marginal reduction of the Acquirer�s

margin. As we noted before, both banks can either react by chosing a higher level of quality or

a lower level of quality, depending on how the strategic e¤ects compensate each other. If bank

i reduces its level of quality, this has a negative impact on the pro�t of bank j, because of a

lower transaction volume, and a lower margin.

If �B = 0, there are no strategic e¤ects, because the level of quality has no impact on

consumers�demand.

Choice of the optimal interchange fee: I can now analyse the optimal interchange fee.

Proposition 2 If �B � �S, the Acquirer makes no pro�t, �A = 0. The pro�t maximising

interchange fee is the highest aP that satis�es

�A(a
P ; ��I(a

P ); ��A(a
P )) � 0: (14)

If �B > �S, we have �A � 0. If �A > 0, the pro�t maximising interchange fee, aP , is strictly

lower than the Acquirer�s margin, that is,

aP < aE(��(aP )) (15)
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Proof. See Appendix G.

Notice that we do not solve the case in which (��i )
0
(a) � 0 and (��j )

0
(a) � 0, for i 6= j and

(i; j) 2 fA; Ig2. In that case, it is not possible to determine if the constraint is binding, and to

compare aE and aP . It depends on how the strategic e¤ects compensate each other. In section

4, I will provide more structure to the model to investigate this case.

If �B � �S , we know that banks� investments in quality increase with the level of the

interchange fee. Therefore, it is optimal to increase the pro�t maximising interchange fee above

the benchmark interchange fee, which is selected if the level of quality is exogenous. However,

the pro�t maximising interchange fee is already equal to the Acquirer�s margin. So the constraint

binds at the equilibrium, and the Acquirer makes no pro�t.

If �B > �S , banks�investments in quality can decrease with the level of the interchange fee.

So it can be optimal to choose an interchange fee which is lower than the Acquirer�s margin, in

order to provide both banks with incentives to invest in quality.

The results are quite intuitive. If the Acquirer invests a lot, and if cardholders enjoy more

the bene�ts of a higher level of quality than merchants, the optimal interchange fee is lower,

because the investments of the Acquirer and the interchange fee are strategic substitutes. On

the contrary, if the Acquirer does not contribute a lot to investments, and if investments in

quality are relatively more bene�cial for merchants, the interchange fee should be increased,

because of strategic complementarity.

Comparison of the pro�t maximising interchange fee and the social maximising

interchange fee. Assume that, at the �rst stage of the game, a benevolent social plan-

ner chooses the interchange fee, aW , which maximises the social welfare under the budget

constraints. My aim is to determine the conditions under which there is an overprovision of

payment card services if the payment platform maximises banks�joint pro�ts.

I assume that the social welfare is a concave function of the interchange fee a.

Proposition 3 If �B � �S, the welfare maximising and the pro�t maximising interchange fee

are equal, aP = aW . If �B > �S, the welfare maximising interchange fee is lower than the pro�t

maximising interchange fee if and only if 1 + �B�I(��I)
0
(aP ) + �B�A(�

�
A)

0
(aP ) � 0:

Proof. See Appendix H.

If the strategic e¤ects are positive, the welfare maximising and the pro�t maximising inter-

change fee are equal. It would be optimal to increase the interchange fee so as to provide banks

with incentives to invest in quality. However, the constraint of positivity on the Acquirer�s
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pro�t is already binding. So the welfare maximising and the pro�t maximising interchange fees

are equal.

If 1 + �B�I(��I)
0
(a) + �B�A(�

�
A)

0
(a) � 0, there may be an overprovision of payment card

services, if the interchange fee is chosen by a pro�t maximising payment platform, as in Rochet

and Tirole�s model (2002), but not for the same reasons. This is because banks fail to internalise

the strategic impact of their behaviour of their quality choices on the consumers�surplus. If

1 + �B�I(�
�
I)

0
(a) + �B�A(�

�
A)

0
(a) � 0, the surplus of consumers, which depends only on the

transaction volume, is a decreasing function of the interchange fee. Since the social welfare

takes into account the surplus of consumers, the welfare maximising interchange fee is lower

than the pro�t maximising interchange fee.

4 An example

In this section, I specify the quality cost function to understand better the impact of the strategic

interactions between banks on the optimal interchange fee. I assume that Ci(�i) = (k=2)�2i , for

i = I;A. The other assumptions are the same as in the general presentation of the model.13

In order to precise the sign of the strategic e¤ects if �S < �B, I analyse an example in which

the level of quality does not a¤ect merchants�willingness to pay for card services (�S = 0). In

that case, both banks invest in quality at stage 2, and the equilibrium levels of quality are:

��I(a) =
�B�I

2k � �2B�
2
I

�
(1 + a� cI) +

�2B�
2
A

2k
(bS � cA � a)

�
;

and

��A(a) =
�A�B
2k

(bS � cA � a);

and the quality of the payment card system is

��(a) =
�B

2k � �2B�
2
I

�
�2I(1 + a� cI) + �2A(bS � cA � a)

�
:

For the Acquirer, the interchange fee and the investments are strategic substitutes (�S =

0 � �B), while for the Issuer, they are strategic complements. In this example, the strategic

e¤ect of the Issuer�s quality choice is positive, while the strategic e¤ect of the Acquirer�s quality

13Assumption 3 yields with our quadratic cost functions 2k > (�B�I)2 and k > (�S�A)2. We also assume that
k > �S�B�

2
A.
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choice is negative.14 Since �S = 0, the Acquirer does not bene�t from quality investments

through a higher margin on merchants�side.

At stage one, the payment system chooses the interchange fee aPC which maximises banks�

joint pro�ts. The Acquirer�s constraint is not binding, and the optimal interchange fee is lower

than the Acquirer�s margin.

In this example, the strategic e¤ect of the Acquirer�s quality choice dominates the strategic

e¤ect of the Issuer�s quality choice. The Acquirer contributes to the increase of the transaction

volume by its quality investments, and its level of quality �A decreases with the interchange

fee. Therefore, since this e¤ect dominates the strategic e¤ect of the Issuer�s choice of quality, it

is optimal for the payment system to choose a smaller interchange fee than in the benchmark

case to provide the Acquirer with incentives to invest in quality. In this case, it is optimal to

substitute the interchange fee for investments in quality on the Acquisition side.

5 Extensions

In this section, I consider two extensions of the model. First, I discuss the in�uence of the

market structure on the results obtained in section three. Second, I discuss the extension of the

analysis to the case of heterogeneous merchants.

5.1 The impact of the market structure

Like Schmalansee (2002), I assumed that the market is made of a bilateral monopoly, which

is generally not the case in the payment card industry. Though several market structures can

be observed all over Europe, the concentration is often higher in the issuing industry than in

the acquisition business. It is beyond the scope of this paper to determine the determinants of

market concentration in the payment card industry, because the market structure is exogenous to

the model. However, a few conclusions can be made with my model for other market structures

than bilateral monopoly. For instance, assume that the issuer is a monopolist, while the market

for acquisition is perfectly competitive. If acquirers make zero pro�t, they do not invest in

quality. So, the solution to the problem is obtained by setting �A = 0 in the model. In this

case, ��A = 0 and (�
�
I)
0(a) � 0. So the interchange fee remains at the maximum level compatible

with merchant acceptance. More generally, the model gives the intuition that if the issuing

business is more concentrated than the acquisition market, the interchange fee should remain

at the maximum level compatible with merchant acceptance. However, if the acquisition side

14We have (��I)
0
(a) =

�B�I

2k � �2B�2I
� 2k � �2B�2A

2k
� 0 and (��A)

0
(a) =

��B�A
2k

< 0:
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is more concentrated that the issuing side, the interchange fee might be decreased, because the

interchange fee and the Acquirer�s investments may become strategic substitutes.

5.2 The impact of merchant heterogeneity

In this subsection, I try to examine how the results of the model are modi�ed if merchants

are heterogeneous. I assume that the card acceptance bene�t bS is distributed according to a

uniform distribution over [0; 1]. Let me denote the percentage of merchants that accept card

payments by DS(m).15 I assume that, at the equilibrium, some merchants accept cards, but

not all; this allows me to study the di¤erence between this situation and the corner solution

obtained when merchants are homogeneous. For a given merchant fee m, merchants�demand

is DS(m) = 1 + �S� �m, and the transaction volume is expressed as follows:

V (�; f;m) = (1 + �S� �m)(1 + �B� � f):

The general expression of banks�pro�ts is not modi�ed. However, in Appendix J, I show that

the levels of quality are not necessarily strategic complements. The strategic complementarity

of �I and �A depends now on the interchange fee.

I start by determining the benchmark interchange fee, when the level of quality is exogenous,

then I study the impact of investments in quality on the optimal interchange fee.

Proposition 4 If the level of quality is exogenous, and if merchants are heterogeneous, the

pro�t maximising interchange fee selected by the payment platform equalises banks�marginal

costs net of the marginal bene�ts of investments, such that:

cI � aE(�)� �B� = cA + aE(�)� �S�:

Proof. In Appendix J1, I prove that the optimal interchange fee is:

aE(�) =
(cI � �B�)� (cA � �S�)

2
:

This interchange fee equalises banks�marginal costs net of the marginal bene�ts of invest-

ment, such that:

cI � aE(�)� �B� = cA + aE(�)� �S�:

15The size of the merchants�population is normalised to one.
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If the levels of quality are exogenous, and if merchants are heterogeneous, the payment

system chooses an interchange fee which balances demands between each side of the market,

and which may leave some positive margin to the Acquirer. As in Schmalansee (2002), who

assumes identical linear demands under bilateral monopoly, the optimal interchange fee is set

to equalize banks�marginal costs. However, in the present setting, the marginal costs must be

considered as net of the marginal bene�ts of investments, such that:

cI � aE(�)� �B� = cA + aE(�)� �S�:

Proposition 5 If the levels of quality are endogenous, if merchants are heterogeneous, and if

the constraint �A � 0 is not binding, the optimal interchange fee satis�es:

aP = aE((��)(aP )) +
4

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(a)� c

�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�
;

where Sj(aP ) denotes the strategic e¤ect for j = I; A.

Proof. See Appendix J2.

This equation shows that, if the strategic e¤ects are not equal to zero, the optimal inter-

change fee is no longer set such that banks�marginal costs are equalized, because the marginal

costs must be adjusted by the strategic e¤ects:

cI � aP � �B� �
2
�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(aP )� c = cA + a

P � �S� �
2
�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(aP )� c :

The sign and the magnitude of the strategic e¤ects depend on the shape of the best response

functions, which could be determined by specifying the cost functions. Under the assumption

that Ci(�i) = (k=2)�2i for i = I;A, it is not possible to �nd a simple solution.

6 Conclusion

My paper extends Baxter (1983)�s model by showing that the level of quality of the payment

system in�uences the choice of the optimal interchange fee. Under bilateral monopoly, if the

level of quality is exogenous, the optimal interchange fee is equal to the Acquirer�s margin,

which depends on the level of quality perceived on the merchant side. However, this is not

necessarily the case if banks have the possibility to invest in quality. If investments in quality

impact relatively more the consumer side, the optimal interchange fee can be strictly lower than

the Acquirer�s margin. This proves that a payment system can choose to lower its interchange

fee to provide the Acquirer with incentives to invest in a higher level of quality. If merchants
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are heterogeneous, under bilateral monopoly, my model extends Schmalensee (2002)�s results

by showing that the optimal interchange fee equalises bank�s marginal costs net of the marginal

bene�ts of investments.

The analysis conducted in my paper should contribute to provide other insights in the

current debates about interchange fees. For instance, in Danemark, there were no interchange

fees for debit cards. However, in 2003, when banks faced high investment costs to implement

the new technical standard "EMV", they discussed the necessity of setting up an interchange

fee.16 This example shows that banks consider the interchange fee as a mechanism which may

foster investments to improve the level of quality of a payment system. The results of my paper

con�rm this view, by showing that the level of quality of the payment system should guide the

choice of the optimal interchange fee. This explains also why payment systems in Europe that

provide di¤erent types of services to cardusers and merchants have chosen di¤erent levels of

interchange fees. My paper provides another interesting point for the discussions pertaining

to the standardisation of payment card services in Europe. It shows that the setting up of

a common level of quality for card payments in Europe, which will require di¤erent levels of

investments across the European countries, should be �nanced by di¤erent pricing policies.

Another interesting topic that is not modelled in my paper is the fact that merchants can

also invest themselves to improve the quality of the service perceived by the consumer. This is

left to future research.
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7 Appendix

Appendix A: proof of Lemma 1. For given �A and a, the Issuer chooses the level of quality,

�I , that maximises its pro�t,

�I(a; �I ; �A) = V (a; �)MI(a; �)� CI(�I): (A1)

The �rst order condition can be written as:17

@�I
@�I

=
@V (a; �)

@�I
MI +

@MI(a; �)

@�I
V (a; �)� C 0

I(�I) = 0: (A2)

Since MI = V (a; �) = (1 + �B� + a� cI)=2, then @V (a; �)=@�I = (�B�I)=2. We have

@�I
@�I

= �B�IV (a; �)� C
0
I(�I) = 0;

which yields

C
0
I(�I) = �B�IV (a; �):

The optimal level of quality is chosen by the Issuer such that the marginal cost of investments

is equal to the marginal bene�ts.

For given �I and a, the Acquirer chooses the level of quality that maximises its pro�t,

�A(a; �I ; �A) = V (a; �)MA(a; �)� CA(�A): (A3)

The �rst order condition can be written as18

@�A
@�A

=
@MA(a; �)

@�A
V (a; �) +

@V (a; �)

@�A
MA(a; �)� C

0
A(�A) = 0: (A4)

17Assumption 3 implies that the second order condition is satis�ed.
18Assumption 3 implies that the second order condition is satis�ed.
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Since MA(a; �) = bS + �S� � a � cA, and @MA(a; �)=@�A = �S�A; the �rst order condition

becomes

V (a; �)�S�A +
�B�A
2

(bS + �S� � a� cA)� C
0
A(�A) = 0:

Given a, the Acquirer�s best response to �I satis�es the following equation,

C
0
A(�A) = �S�AV (a; �) +

�B�A
2

(bS + �S� � a� cA):

The optimal level of quality is chosen by the Acquirer such that the marginal cost of investments

is equal to the marginal bene�ts.

Appendix B: proof of Lemma 2. We prove the strategic complementarity of the levels of

quality. We di¤erentiate the �rst order condition obtained from (A4) with respect to �I :

d

d�I

�
@�A
@�A

(a; �I ; RA(a; �I)

�
= 0;

which yields:
@2�A
@�I@�A

+
@2�A
@�A2

� @RA(a; �I)
@�I

= 0:

We already know from the second order condition that:

@2�A(a; �)

(@�A)2
< 0; (B1)

therefore:
@RA(a; �I)

@�I
= �

�
@2�A
@�A2

��1
@2�A
@�I@�A

: (B2)

We take the partial derivative of (A4) with respect to �I :

@2�A(a; �)

@�I@�A
=
@V (a; �)

@�I
�S�A +

�B�A
2

� @MA(a; �)

@�I
:

Since V (a; �) = (1 + �B� + a� cI)=2, then @V (a; �)=@�I = (�B�I)=2.

Since MA(a; �) = bS + �S� � a� cA, then @MA(a; �)=@�I = �S�I .

We conclude that:
@2�A(a; �)

@�I@�A
= �B�I�S�A � 0:

From (B1) and (B2), we conclude that

@RA(a; �I)

@�I
� 0: (B3)
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The same reasoning can be done for the Issuer�s best response:

@RI(a; �A)

@�A
= �

�
@2�I
@�I2

��1
@2�I
@�A@�I

(B4)

where:
@2�I
@�I2

< 0; (B5)

We di¤erentiate the �rst order condition obtained from (A2) with respect to �A.

Since V (a; �) = MI(a; �) = (1 + �B� + a � cI)=2, then @V (a; �)=@�A = @MI(a; �)=@�A =

(�B�A)=2.

Therefore, we have
@2�I
@�A@�I

=
�2B�I�A

2
� 0:

From (B4) and (B5), we conclude that

@RI(a; �A)

@�A
� 0:

Therefore, �I and �A are strategic complements.

Appendix C: proof of Lemma 3. We determine whether the levels of quality and the

interchange fee are strategic complements or strategic substitutes.

We di¤erentiate the �rst order condition obtained from (10) with respect to a:

d

da

�
@�A
@�A

(a; �I ; RA(a; �I)

�
= 0;

which yields
@2�A(a; �)

@a@�A
+
@2�A(a; �)

@�A2
� @RA(a; �I)

@a
= 0: (C1)

We already know from the second order condition that
@2�A(a; �)

(@�A)2
< 0. Equation (C1) becomes:

@RA(a; �I)

@a
= �

�
@2�A(a; �)

@�A2

��1
@2�A(a; �)

@a@�A
: (C2)

Therefore, @RA(a; �I)=@a has the same sign as @2�A(a; �)=@a@�A:

We take the partial derivative of (A4) with respect to a :

@2�A(a; �)

@a@�A
=
@MA

@�A

@V (a; �)

@a
+
@MA

@a

@V (a; �)

@�A
:
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Since V (a; �) = (1+�B�+a� cI)=2, then @V (a; �)=@a = (1=2) and @V (a; �)=@�A = (�B�A)=2.

Since MA(a; �) = bS + �S� � a� cA, then @MA(a; �)=@�A = �S�A and @MA(a; �)=@a = �1.

Therefore, we have:
@2�A(a; �)

@a@�A
=
�A
2
(�S � �B):

If �B � �S , then
@2�A(a; �)

@a@�A
� 0, which implies , from (C2), that

@RA(a; �I)

@a
� 0.

Therefore, if �B � �S , then �A and a are strategic complements.

If �B > �S , then �A and a are strategic substitutes.

Similarly, for the Issuer, the sign of @RI(a; �A)=@a � 0 is the same as the sign of @2�I(a; �)=@a@�I :

We take the partial derivative of (A2) with respect to a :

@2�I(a; �)

@a@�I
=
�B�I
2

� 0:

Therefore, we have
@RI(a; �A)

@a
� 0

That is, �I and a are strategic complements.

Appendix D: proof of Lemma 4. We determine how the optimal levels of quality vary

with the interchange fee.

Let us di¤erentiate (12) with respect to a:

(��I)
0
(a) =

@RI
@a

+
@RI
@�A

� @RA
@a

:

If �B � �S ; from Lemma 3, we have @RA(a; �I)=@a � 0 and @RI(a; �A)=@a � 0.

Since, from Lemma 2, @RI=@�A � 0, we conclude that

(��I)
0
(a) � 0:

If �B � �S , the level of quality chosen by the Issuer increases with the interchange fee.

If �B > �S ; then, from Lemma 3, @RA(a; �I)=@a � 0 and @RI(a; �A)=@a � 0.

Since, from Lemma 2, @RI=@�A � 0, the sign of �
0
I(a) can be either positive or negative.

If �B > �S , the level of quality chosen by the Issuer can either increase or decrease with the

interchange fee.
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The same reasoning can be applied for the Acquirer, di¤erentiating (11) with respect to a:

(��A)
0
(a) =

@RA
@a

+
@RA
@�I

� @RI
@a

:

If �B � �S ; then, from Lemma 3, RA(a; �I)=@a � 0 and @RI(a; �A)=@a � 0.

Since, from Lemma 2, @RA(a; �I)=@�I � 0, we conclude that:

(��A)
0
(a) � 0:

If �B � �S , the level of quality chosen by the Acquirer increases with the interchange fee.

If �B > �S ; then, from Lemma 3, @RA(a; �I)=@a � 0 and @RI(a; �A)=@a � 0.

Since, from Lemma 2, @RA=@�I � 0, the sign of �
0
A(a) can be either positive or negative.

If �B > �S , the level of quality chosen by the Acquirer can either increase or decrease with the

interchange fee.

Appendix E: proof of Proposition 1. We determine the optimal interchange fee if the

level of quality is exogenous.

The di¤erentiation of banks�pro�ts with respect to a yields:

d�EI (a)

da
= V EI (a) =

1 + �B� + a� cI
2

: (E1)

and
d�EA(a)

da
=
1

2
ME
A (a)� V EI (a) =

�1 + bS + (�S � �B)� � 2a+ cI � cA
2

: (E2)

We write the �rst order condition for the maximisation of banks�joint pro�ts,19using (E2) and

(E1), that is
d�ES (a)

da
=
bS � cA + �S� � a

2
= 0:

The optimal interchange fee is

aE = bS � cA + �S�:

19The second order condition is veri�ed.
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The margins and the transaction volume at the equilibrium are

V E =
1 + bS + (�B + �S)� � c

2
;

ME
A = 0;

ME
I = V E :

The Issuer�s pro�t is given by:

�EI =
�
V E
�2
=
1

4
(1 + bS + (�B + �S)� � c)2:

We know from (4) that the Acquirer chooses the merchant fee m such that m(�) = bS + �S�.

Therefore, merchants make no surplus. The social welfare, W , is expressed as follows:

W = �S + SC ;

where the average consumer surplus SC is20:

SC =

1Z
f��B�

(bB + �B� � f) dbB; (E3)

SC =
(1 + �B� � f)2

2
:

The social welfare is expressed as follows:

WE(a) = �ES (a) +
1

2
(V E(a))2:

Using (??), we compute the derivative of social welfare with respect to a:

dWE(a)

da
=

d�ES (a)

da
+
dV E(a)

da
V E(a); (E4)

=
2bS + 1 + (2�S + �B)� � 2cA � cI � a

2
:

The objective function of the social planner is concave.

Since V E(a) = (1 + �B� + a� cI)=2, then
dV E(a)

da
V E(a) � 0.

Therefore, from (E4), we have
dWE(a)

da
� d�ES (a)

da
.

20A consumer of type bB chooses to use his card if and only if (2) holds, and he makes the surplus bB+�B��f .
Recall that we assumed that bB is uniformely distributed over [0; 1] :
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The following inequality holds:

dWE(a)

da

����
a=aE(�)

� d�ES (a)

da

����
a=aE(�)

;

since
d�ES (a)

da

����
a=aE(�)

= 0,

dWE(a)

da

����
a=aE(�)

� 0.

Let us denote by aW the welfare maximising interchange fee. It veri�es the �rst order condition
dWE(a)

da

����
a=aW

= 0.

Therefore, we have
dWE(a)

da

����
a=aE(�)

� dWE(a)

da

����
a=aW

.

Since W is concave, we conclude that aE(�) � aW :

The welfare maximising interchange fee cannot be lower than the pro�t maximising interchange

fee. However, the pro�t maximising interchange fee is already set at the maximum level com-

patible with a positive margin for the Acquirer. So, the constraint binds at the equilibrium,

and the welfare maximising interchange fee is equal to the pro�t maximising interchange fee.

Replacing for aE(�) in (E3), we get the expression of the social welfare at the welfare maximising

interchange fee:

WE =
3

8
(1 + bS + (�B + �S)� � c)2:

Appendix F: Strategic e¤ects. We determine the sign of the strategic e¤ects.

We di¤erentiate the Issuer�s pro�t with respect to a, which yields:

d�I
da

=
@�I
@a

+
@�I
@�I

(��I)
0(a) +

@�I
@�A

(��A)
0(a):

The application of the envelop theorem gives:

@�I
@�I

(a; ��I(a); �
�
A(a)) = 0:

Therefore:
d�I
da

=
@�I
@a

+
@�I
@�A

(��A)
0(a):

From (A1), we know that:
@�I
@a

=
@MI

@a
V +

@V

@a
MI ;
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and that,
@�I
@�A

=
@MI

@�A
V +

@V

@�A
MI :

From (7), we �nd that @MI=@a = 1=2, and that @MI=@�A = (�B�A)=2:

From (6), we �nd that @V=@a = 1=2, and that @V=@�A =
�B�A
2

:

Since MI = V , we have:

d�I
da

= V (a; ��(a)) + �B�A(�
�
A)
0(a)V II(a; ��(a)): (F1)

As a result, the direct e¤ect is positive for the Issuer, and the strategic e¤ect has the same

sign as (��A)
0(a).

The same reasonning and the application of the envelop theorem to the Acquirer�s pro�t

yields:
d�A
da

=
@�A
@a

+
@�A
@�I

(��I)
0(a):

From (A3), we know that:
@�A
@a

=
@MA

@a
V +

@V

@a
MA;

and
@�A
@�I

=
@MA

@�I
V +

@V

@�I
MA:

From (8), we know that @MA=@a = �1, and that @MA=@�I = �S�I .

From (6), we know that @V=@�I = (�B�I)=2, so:

d�A
da

=
1

2
MA � V (a; ��(a)) +

�
�S�IV (a; �

�(a)) +
�B�I
2

MA

�
(��I)

0(a): (F2)

Consequently, the direct e¤ect may be positive or negative for the Acquirer, and the strategic

e¤ect has the same sign as (��I)
0(a).

Appendix G: proof of Proposition 2. Let us denote the strategic e¤ects by Si(a) for bank

i for i = fI;Ag.

We have

Si(a) =
@�i
@�j

(��j )
0(a)

for (i; j) 2 fI;Ag2 and i 6= j.
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The derivative of the payment system pro�t �S with respect to the interchange fee a is:

d�S
da

=
@

@a
(V (a; �)MS(a; �)) + SI(a) + SA(a): (G1)

The result stems directly from (F2) and (F1) and Appendix F. With the parameters of the

model, the equation (G1) becomes:

d�S
da

=
1

2
MA(a; �)+

�
�B�I
2

MA(a; �
�(a)) + �S�IV (a; �

�(a))

�
(��I)

0(a)+�B�A(�
�
A)
0(a)V (a; ��(a)):

If the constraint (�A � 0) is binding, then the optimal interchange fee, aP , satis�es the following

equation:

MA(a
P ; ��(aP ))V (aP ; ��(aP )) = CA(�

�
A(a

P )):

If the constraint �A � 0 is not binding, then the optimal interchange fee, aP , satis�es the �rst

order condition of joint pro�t maximisation:

d�S
da

=
1

2
MA(a; �

�(a)) + SI(a) + SA(a) = 0; (G2)

which can be written

SI(a
P ) + SA(a

P ) =
1

2
(aP � bS � �S��(aP ) + cA);

SI(a
P ) + SA(a

P ) =
1

2
(aP � aE(��(aP )):

If �B � �S , from Appendix F and Lemma 4, we know that the strategic e¤ects are positive.

If the constraint �A � 0 were not binding, then from (G2), the pro�t maximising interchange

fee would be higher than the Acquirer�s margin, which is absurd. Therefore, if �B � �S , the

constraint �A � 0 is binding, and the optimal interchange fee veri�es �A(aP ) = 0, which proves

the �rst part of the proposition.

Notice that aP is the highest interchange fee that satis�es �A(aP ; ��I(a
P ); ��A(a

P )) � 0, because

�A is locally decreasing in the neighborhood of aP :����d�Ada a=aP
=

1

2
MA(a

P )� V (aP ; ��(aP )) + SA(aP )

= �SI(aP )� V (aP ; ��(aP )) � 0.

If the strategic e¤ects are negative, which, according to Lemma 4, may happen only if �B > �S ,
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and if the constraint �A � 0 is not binding, the pro�t maximising interchange fee satis�es the

�rst order condition. Therefore, we have

SI(a
P ) + SA(a

P ) =
1

2
(aP � aE(��(aP ));

and

aP � aE(��(aP ) < 0.

Appendix H: proof of Proposition 3. From (E3), the social welfare at the equilibrium of

stage 2 is

W = �S(a; �
�
I(a); �

�
A(a)) +

1

2
(V (a; ��(a)))2 :

We have
dW

da

����
a=aP

=
d�S
da

����
a=aP

+
dV (a; ��(a))

da

����
a=aP

� V (aP ; ��(aP )): (H1)

The pro�t maximising interchange fee satis�es the �rst order condition, that is
d�S
da

����
a=aP

= 0.

Therefore, from (H1), if
dV (a; ��(a))

da

����
a=aP

� 0, then

dW

da

����
a=aP

� d�S
da

����
a=aP

:

We have
dW

da

����
a=aP

� 0:

Since
dW

da

����
a=aW

= 0,

dW

da

����
a=aP

� dW

da

����
a=aW

:

Since W is concave, if
dV (a; ��(a))

da

����
a=aP

� 0, then

aP � aW :

We precise the conditions that imply
dV (a; ��(a))

da

����
a=aP

� 0.

The total di¤erentiation of V with respect to a yields

dV (a; ��(a))

da
=

@V (a; ��(a))

@a
+
@V (a; ��(a))

@�I
(��I)

0
(a) +

@V (a; ��(a))

@�A
(��A)

0
(a);

=
1

2
+
�B�I
2

(��I)
0
(a) +

�B�A
2

(��A)
0
(a):
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If �B � �S , we know from Lemma 4 that (��I)
0
(a) � 0 and (��A)

0
(a) � 0. So, if the strategic

e¤ects are positive, the transaction volume is increasing with the interchange fee, and the welfare

maximising interchange fee cannot be lower than the pro�t maximising interchange fee. From

Proposition 2, we know that, if �B � �S , the pro�t maximising interchange fee is set at the

maximum level compatible with non negative pro�ts for the Acquirer. So the constraint binds

at the equilibrium, and the welfare maximising interchange fee is equal to the pro�t maximising

interchange fee.

If �B > �S , then
dV (a; ��(a))

da

����
a=aP

� 0 if and only if

1 + �B�I(�
�
I)

0
(aP ) + �B�A(�

�
A)

0
(aP ) � 0;

which proves the result of the Proposition.

Appendix I: an example. Replacing C
0
i(�i) for k�i into (9) and (10) yields to the best

response functions for the Acquirer and the Issuer,

�A =
�A

2(k � �S�B�2A)
(�B(bS � cA � a) + �S(1 + a� cI) + 2�S�B�I�I);

and

�I =
�B�I

2k � �2B�
2
I

(1 + �B�A�A + a� cI):

The properties of the best response functions prooved in Lemma 1 and 2 are veri�ed: qual-

ities are strategic complements, �I and a are strategic complements, and �A and a are strategic

complements if �B � �S .

I compute the Nash Equilibrium of stage 2 by taking the intercept of the best response

functions. To simplify the expression of the results, I de�ne u = bS � cA� a and v = 1+ a� cI :

Equilibrium levels of quality are

��I(a) =
�I�B

��
2k � �S�B�2A

�
v + �2B�

2
Au
�

2(2k � �2B�
2
I)(k � �S�B�2A)� 2�S�3B�

2
I�
2
A

; (I1)

��A(a) =
�A
��
2k � �2B�2I + 2�B�S�2I

�
�Bu+ (2k � �2B�2I)�Sv

�
2(2k � �2B�

2
I)(k � �S�B�2A)� 2�S�3B�

2
I�
2
A

; (I2)

and

��(a) =
2�Bu�

2
A(k + �S�B�

2
I) + (2k(�B�

2
I + 2�

2
A�S)� 3�S�2A�2B�2I)v

2(2k � �2B�
2
I)(k � �S�B�2A)� 2�S�3B�

2
I�
2
A

: (I3)
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The transaction volume is equal to:

V (a) =
u� 2�2B�2A(k + �S�B�2I) + v �

�
4k2 � �S�3B�2A�2I

�
2(2k � �2B�

2
I)(k � �S�B�2A)� 2�S�3B�

2
I�
2
A

:

If �S = 0, the optimal interchange fee is

aPC = bS � cA �
(2k)(�2B�

2
A)� (1 + bS � c)

(2k � �2B�
2
A)(2k + �

2
B�

2
A) +

�
2k � �2I�2B

�
�2B�

2
A

:

Appendix J 1: proof of Proposition 4. The general expression of banks�pro�ts is not

modi�ed.

At stage 4 of the game, banks choose the transaction fees that maximise their pro�ts. Solving

for the �rst order condition yields21:

@�I
@f

= (1 + �S� �m)(1 + �B� � a+ cI � 2f) = 0;

and
@�I
@f

= (1 + �B� � f)(1 + �S� + a+ cA � 2m) = 0:

The optimal transaction fees are

f�(a; �) =
1 + �B� � a+ cI

2
;

and

m�(a; �) =
1 + �S� + a+ cA

2
:

The transaction volume at equilibrium of stage 4 is given by

V (a; �) =
1

4
(1 + �B� + a� cI)(1 + �S� � a� cA)

= MA(a; �)MI(a; �);

and banks�pro�ts are expressed as follows:

�I =MA(a; �)(MI(a; �))
2 � CI(�I);

and

21The second order condition is veri�ed.
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�A =MI(a; �)(MA(a; �))
2 � CA(�A):

At stage 3 of the game, banks still choose their levels of quality such that the marginal

bene�ts of investing in quality are equal to the marginal costs. However, the sign of the strategic

e¤ects is more di¢ cult to determine, because the levels of quality are not necessarily strategic

complements. The strategic complementarity of �I and �A depends now on the interchange fee.

We give a sketch of proof of this result for the Acquirer:
@2�A
@�A�I

=
@V (a; �)

@�I
� @�A
@�A

+
@V (a; �)

@�A

@MA(a; �)

@�I
+
@2MA

@�I�A
V (a; �) +

@2V (a; �)

@�I�A
MA(a; �):

Since @2V=@�I�A = (�B�S�I�A)=2, and @2MA=@�I�A = 0,

@2�A
@�A�I

=
�S�A�I
4

(�S+�B+2�S�B�+(�S��B)a��ScI��BcA+�B+�B�S���B(a+cA)):

Since
@RA
@�I

= �(@
2�A
@2�A

)�1
@2�A
@�A�I

, the previous expression shows that the sign of
@RA
@�I

de-

pends on the interchange fee.

If the levels of quality are exogenous, as in Schmalensee (2002), the payment system chooses

an interchange fee which balances demands between each side of the market, and which may

leave some positive margin to the Acquirer. The pro�t of the payment system is expressed as

follows:

�ES = �I + �A

= V (a; �)(MI(a; �) +MA(a; �)):

Solving for the �rst order condition yields22:

d�ES
da

=
1

8
(2 + (�S + �B)� � c)((�S � �B)� � 2a+ cI � cA) = 0:

The optimal interchange fee is

aE(�) =
(cI � �B�)� (cA � �S�)

2
:

Appendix J2: proof of Proposition 5. If the levels of quality are endogenous to the model,

the general expression of the derivative of banks�pro�ts with respect to the interchange fee is

22The second order condition is veri�ed.
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still
d�S
da

=
@

@a
(V (a; �)MS(a; �)) + SI(a) + SA(a);

where
@

@a
(V (a; �)MS(a; �)) =

d�ES
da

:

If the constraint �A � 0 is not binding, the optimal interchange fee satis�es to the following

equation:

aP = aE((��)(aP )) +
4

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(a)� c

�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�
:

This equation shows that, if the strategic e¤ects are not equal to zero, the optimal interchange

fee is no longer set such that banks�marginal costs are equalized, because the marginal costs

must be adjusted by the strategic e¤ects:

cI � aP � �B� �
2
�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(aP )� c = cA + a

P � �S� �
2
�
SI(a

P ) + SA(a
P )
�

2 + (�S + �B)(�
�)(aP )� c :
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